Calorimeter Calibration and
Radom Stuff on Calorimeter
Analysis
Simona Malace

General Stuff
SHMS Calorimeter

Made of lead glass

preshower
14 PMTs on NEG side
14 PMTs on POS side

Shower (array)
224 PMTs

13 PMTs per side
Last two layers PMTs on one side only

I am in my local, working branch of hall c replay
in the PARAM dir

Calorimeter Stuff in Hall C Replay

I am in my local, working branch of hall c replay
in the PARAM/SHMS dir

In PARAM/SHMS/CAL there are 3 sub-dir

I am in my local, working branch of hall c replay
in the PARAM/SHMS/CAL dir

 CALIB contains the calorimeter calibration
coefficients
 CUTS has the timing cuts that will select the
good hit per event, per counter
 GEOM contains parameters that define the size
and the arrangement of the calorimeter blocks
+ other corrections like the attenuation
correction

I am in my local, working branch of hall c replay
in the PARAM/SHMS/CAL/CUTS dir

Calorimeter Stuff in Hall C Replay
In PARAM/SHMS/CAL there are 3 sub-dir
 CALIB contains the calorimeter calibration
coefficients
 CUTS has the timing cuts that will select the
good hit per event, per counter
 GEOM contains parameters that define the size
and the arrangement of the calorimeter blocks
+ other corrections like the attenuation
correction

I am in my local, working branch of hall c replay
in the PARAM/SHMS/CAL/CALIB dir

Calorimeter Stuff in Hall C Replay

In PARAM/SHMS/CAL there are 3 sub-dir
 CALIB contains the calorimeter calibration coefficients

 CUTS has the timing cuts that will select the good hit per event, per counter
 GEOM contains parameters that define the size and the arrangement of the calorimeter blocks + other
corrections like the attenuation correction

Calorimeter Data Structure
Example – one side (neg) of the SHMS Preshower: hit list per event
PMT
Hit number
Event number number in the hit list

You look at this to define
your timing cuts

Calorimeter Data Structure

This (integral) * the
calibration coefficients
gives you the energy
deposition

You look at this to define
your timing cuts

Calorimeter: Calibration
 Takes you from Pulse Integral to energy deposited in the calorimeter per PMT (or counter)

You get this by running the calorimeter calibration
code located at:
hallc-replay/CALIBRATIONS/(s)hms_cal_calib

Calorimeter: Calibration
 Takes you from Pulse Integral to energy deposited in the calorimeter
 The calibration coefficients are obtained by using electrons only because they have a clear signature in terms of energy
deposition in the calorimeter: they deposit all their energy

SO:
 The calibration code located at
hallc-replay/CALIBRATIONS/(s)hms_cal_calib has an input file where you can set cuts to select a clean sample of
electrons; once you run the code a file with the new calibration coeff. will appear in that directory

Calorimeter: Calibration
Cuts to select a clean sample of electrons
Bill and I worked on adding more
diagnostic plots to the calibration code
to be able to quickly assess the quality
of the calibration

The sigma cut used
to clean up the
electron sample
even more should
be symmetric

Calorimeter: Calibration – Sigma Cut

Plot from Bill

I wanted to see that once we cut out all the pions the mean of the
normalized energy deposition does not change with the sigma cut
after calibration

Asymmetric sigma
cut: do not use

Calorimeter: Calibration – Results
Good

Some blocks still not calibrated

I wanted this plot added to the calibration code because it’s very easy to see when blocks don’t get calibrated properly
Right now the newest calibration code is at github.com/JeffersonLab/f2-emc (the F2 exp. Git repo)
Bill will push it to github.com/JeffersonLab/hallc-replay once all the changes are final

Calorimeter: Calibration – Quick How-to
1) Replay the run you want to use for calibration
 before you start the replay go to DEF-file and make sure you will have all the branches in the rootfile that will be
used for calibration

Calorimeter: Calibration – Quick How-to
2) Run the calibration code on the newly created rootfile
 check the input.dat file to make sure you are happy with the cuts that select electrons for calibration
 also make sure you created a sym link from the calibration dir to the ROOTfiles dir where your rootfile leaves

